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ABSTRACT 

 
In today's frequently disagreements of information underlining the neoliberal free market model of 
capitalism, its application to the financial advancement of rehearsing countries, and how it set the plan for 
worldwide monetary improvement, exploring examination. The vast academic writings provide justification 
conveying both the social and technological implications.   The dominant application of American 
corporate capitalism (ACC) in prevailing debate, in the overall ramification.  The paper underscores the 
competitive elements of an alternative model of capitalism espousing greater responsibility of nations in 
implementing the model. It highlights the predominant features of the economic model which can strictly 
contrast to the option of ACC inside the United States model of neo-liberal agenda. 
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1. IMPACTS OF CAPITALISM AND ITS APPLICATION 
 
1.1 A Conceptual View of American Corporate Capitalism 
According to George (2013), American corporate capitalism (ACC) is the publicly adopted free-market 
enterprise formulating and characterizing the American economy. Theoretically, Adam Smith's "Wealth of 
Nations" is the platform for the establishment of ACC (George, 2013).  It is the United States (US) model 
of free-market capitalism, according to McNally (2013, an economic approach to the implementation of a 
brand of neoliberals in the "post-communist world order," an establishment with some dominant 
innovative economic features. 
 
Certainly, it is actually both in economic activism and productivity, for example, property rights ascribed to 
people and huge partnerships established by shareholders who contribute their capital went for boosting 
their worth through unstopping activism and profitability. Pragmatically, employers remunerate the 
exertion and time of workers with pay, so they can create wealth by escalating productivity. In 
appreciating few assumptions, a business might afford the economic values and turn to the art of turning 
uncertainty in economies to opportunities (D'Souza & Renner, 2014).  It is promoting a paradigm, meeting 
the demand of end users or consumers.  It is the quest for the individuals, enthusiastically, move to 
collaborate with others, building all the distinguished partners serves as the essential supposition of ACC. 
Undoubtedly, ambitious derivatives by employers to stimulating the free-market and winning business 
concurrency. (Centeno & Cohen, 2010; George, 2013) 
 
Prominently, the adaptability that this methodology promotes inside the US free-market provoked the 
discernment that it has an inclination, denoting workers principally as assets inside a domain driven by a 
yearning to make however much benefit as could reasonably be expected.  As purported by critics, it is 
an economic system, where an individual employee might be treated as a laborer especially well or ever 
acceptable; utilizes the case of Apple.  
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Evidently, as Apple started making an increasingly benefit, the organization begun to outsource its labor 
force to China, where laborers drudging in unfeeling conditions, with security mesh being introduced in 
their quarters to counteract suicides.  Hypothetically, it is a model seen primarily by critics as contributing 
enormously to the disparity in payment of labor, crevicing issues or pay inequality. (George, 2013; Jilani, 
2011) 
 
Possibly, some of the criticism of the ACC, provision of a reasonable reaction to the contractionary 
qualities; thus, an indication keeps preserving it dominant.  It could be a brief patching up activities from 
operators.  Apparently, organizations are respectable business visionary in an economy and, should be 
making channels quantify the hang that takes after disparity and boosts productivity appropriately.  
 
2. A DOMINANT VIEW OF THE US FREE-MARKET CAPITALISM 
 
According to McNally (2013), ACC is in actuality orchestrated after the neoliberal paradigm as an 
objective of the Washington Consensus. Apparently, neoliberalism relates rationally to the consignment of 
the dispersion of productivity and organizations, human capital management and actualizing the needs of 
life, and financing all things considered in a free-market globalism.  Toward the day's end, the movement 
of the business parts through interest and supply choice on how trades are sorted out (McNally, 2013).   
 
Undoubtedly, it controls the part of the state or central government in the whole strategy of the worth 
based building.  Historically, researchers found some shreds of evidence that surround the remarkable 
accomplishment of the free-market budgetary thinking, contrasting to another preference of the 1980s, 
and along these lines, it put at the cutting edge of overall money related arrangement and change 
(Crouch, 2005; Mattick, 2011).  By this, it coordinated the pace of the overall money related inspiration. In 
any case, it remains dominant in directing the budgetary inclinations and consistently, as dominant in 
today's globally driven market.   
 
It is a notable move and with no shred of vulnerability, the fiscal crisis of 2008 appears to have clearly 
shaken the foundation square of US free-market capitalism. (McNally, 2013)  It revealed its mooring and 
made a case for untenability for within to hold within the applicable variables.  It is a chase after an 
unexpected effect on all free feeling obtainable from the advocacy of neoliberalism. The headway 
appears to open up the global market, in a way, support for realignment and consideration of an 
alternative economic model, yet another money related change perspective. 
 
3. A REFURBISHED STATE CAPITALISM 
 
According to McNally (2013), the third framework of state capitalism modeled after a massive government 
operation.  It embraces a more state-driven methodology in developing business sector economies, 
primarily, practically adopted by Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa and framing to be BRICS 
model. There exists an underlying feature that constitutes this model of capitalism.  It is a monetary 
worldview which shifts center from absolutely proficient business sector way to deal with a state 
interventionist approach with no ideological platform, yet just to make political influence increases. 
Nonetheless, the idea concentrates on reorienting a mechanical approach, budgetary design and 
contextualizing in management, the environment to fast pace the modernizing and innovative 
development that feeds on a nation’s economies.  Its outlook seems to be promoting a change agenda, 
which might in a way, restore state free capitalism.  Although the emphasize brings about the benefits of 
global convergence and capitalist variation, it is significant; notably, China is championing it inside the 
BRICS framework, where is opening to neoliberal monetary standard, yet adjusts the shaping of the 
model appropriately.  With the unpredictable structure, it is contending. Notably, the special model can 
serve as a different option to the ACC, a business framework for the global sector economic system. 
(McNally, 2013).  
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4. A COMPETING VIEW 
 
As different as ‘n’ perspectives, where, n is a limited varying insightful result contending as a trademark, 
lavishly, in academically accessible writings.  It is, trusting that, insightful as it ought to differentiate to 
track slanting dialogs on the main topical issues as interestingly, it could be.  Apparently, there are 
emerging views strategically, anti-American, developing to discredit the US free-market modeled after the 
neoliberal approach.  In any case, it seems the U.S. free-market model has a financial and political slant 
to achieve.   
 
In perception, is critical to depend on available coordination from money related specialists and tries to 
address market disappointments by giving extra market-based component where they in deviation, with 
the state playing an exceedingly constrained part in financial administration.  The model additionally 
underlines; on focused relations between organizations, adaptable work markets, corporately 
administrating self-governance, coordinated directives, market-affected innovative gauges, and capital 
business sector financing.  A model that is advancing the neoliberal segment of dynamism, solidness and 
adaptability incorporated within it. It is evident that it appears to propose that the free-market model 
impacts the motivation for managerial activism of social change, thus administer the changes elements in 
the creation of wealth for the nations (McNally, 2013). 
 
However, there emerges a concurrent view of the labor of the United Kingdom (UK); according to Crouch 
(2005), providing a platform for a conflict of thoughts between Joseph Stieglitz and Colin Crouch.  It is a 
competing view, which contends that the developing impact of the China, synergizing the restoration of 
state free enterprise in rising economies of the world has a tendency to incapacitate the free-market 
notion with its lethal power.   According to McNally (2013), it is a view, ramifying for universal financial 
advancement.  Nonetheless, it is a result that is untimely and arranged beyond any relevant connection to 
the issue in discussion.  The push of such a contention might be a triumphant, echoing the free-market 
dominance in existence, fixing to the overskirt string of globally driven companies arranged in the creation 
of wealth, with overall impact over legislatures of creating economies. What's more, to the degree that 
these capable transnational on-screen characters, supporting expectedly, a profound influence on 
governments and the general political and economic demand. (McNally, 2013; Crouch, 2005) It is a vivid 
demonstration of the constant impact of the free-market capitalism; dominating both in principle and 
practice. 
 
5. AN EMERGING MODEL OF CAPITALISM 
 
The BRICS model takes root from the refurbished state capitalism (McNally, 2013). It appears through 
rejuvenated approach, patterned to be an effective option of state driving capitalism.  It has been 
championing by China, the second largest economy in the world.  It is an emerging economic system of 
competing for value for a fundamental budgetary force.  It gives another choice to the US free-market 
modeled after the neoliberal money related framework.  
 
However, the new paradigm is uncommonly powerful and rational in nature; especially in the global south.  
Its method of reasoning is completely unforeseen from the justification that drove the communist, Soviet 
model.  It is keenly made to turn money related change without fundamentally lighting any ideological 
standoff with the previously defined paradigm.  It does not route to preoccupy challenges with the ACC. 
Perhaps, it shows itself after the neoliberal model, yet just refines the substance to fits into its particular 
setting opinionated influence on the increase. Besides, experts promoting the BRICS model are 
extensively intense and favored an involuntary and capitalist framework.  It engages actively, to the 
section of inconceivable measures of cash related assets over the globe; thus, increasing productivity. 
(Gopnik, 2010) Nonetheless, it is an attempt to search for unhindered access to industrialized markets; 
empower mechanical and creative progression that might as well be promising. (McNally, 2013; Crouch, 
2005).  
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6. TOWARDS AN ASSESSMENT  
 
It is hard to research to what form of capitalism would dominate this complexly driven global economy of 
these days.  Predicting the future on an everyday kind of capitalism as well remains challenging 
endeavor.  In any case, one could contend that there exists a conflict of philosophy between the US free-
market presented as ACC and the rejuvenated framework spearheaded by China (McNally, 2013).  
Without a doubt, both models utilize to some degree mercantilist measures to cultivate new driving areas, 
however, with varying organizations and management theories.  In fact, the ACC is having the plan 
winning in an all-encompassing way to deal with its implementation.  Obviously, some contending that 
most nations in Africa are casualties of free market private enterprise.  A drive that multinational 
companies benefitted from natural assets without offered back to the nations (Mattick, 2011).  
Outstandingly, those worldwide south countries are ridden and as yet living in needless poverty.  A 
perspective that claims that possession is still with some of those global enterprises and the other issue 
benefiting the shifting.  Some contend that these global firms do not pay enough or horribly come up short 
on taxes.  Perhaps, all are reactions to ACC dominance, which in some presentations are contradictory 
and advance some predisposition for particular delight. 
 
Backing to propel the neo-liberal activities react to questions about occupation creation and reasonable 
pay, that the advantage both to contractual workers and to bosses finishing uninhibitedly any intricacies. 
Influentially, business is to put its all hanging in the balance for creating more wealth through more 
channels for employment creation. It would raise the standard level of wages and potentially cooperate, 
applying accessible records of value. All things considered, free-market capitalism attempt seems to 
indicate long swings in financial improvement, as measured by occupation and unemployment rates, of 
substantially more extensive sufficiency than those recognizable in the option inclinations. (Phelps & 
Zoega, 2001). 
 
Possibly, it might be the reasonable reaction to the contractionary qualities; and the brief redoing activities 
from businesses.  Clearly, businesses are respectable visionaries in an economy and, should be 
unrestrictedly allowed to keep creating channels to gauge the hang that takes after disparity.  For a 
situation of an unflinching position kept up by firms further bolstering their good fortune, which could 
jeopardize the most part corporatist economies, with their strictures against diminishments, incorporates a 
considerably unique and more, in a collaborative activity. 
 
It could get to be discernible that, a more noteworthy measure of the lopsided characteristics came about 
because of the estimation of high effects, for instance, misrepresentation and debasement, as no superior 
to anything long hangs saw to be the issue.  It may be a fundamental perspective than a transient 
reaction about the sponsorship for current transient of improving life; thus, through corporate social 
responsibility (CSR) and active engagement in scholar-practitioner commitment.  It appears the emergent 
of the BRICS model ultimately would promote the dominance of ACC, notwithstanding the difficulty 
associated with research about the future of these models.  
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7. CONCLUSION 
 
Having considered the different models and taken a position on the proceeding with the strength of the 
ACC, it gives the idea that in today's thought of a various form of capitalism, there is a fast rising model. It 
is dynamism for shaping the dominance of ACC as well as playing out different roles in considering other 
preferences. One will infer that, despite the variety of capitalism, ACC would continue to assert its 
dominance in an overwhelming fashion, and other preferences would not stop rivalry; the politico-
monetary frameworks would much of the time support the reception of the US free-market model. 
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